
                          NEWTON COMMERCIAL VW TYPE 4 CARPET SETS 

 

Fitting instructions for CK7544 T4 Westfalia camper van rear carpet set 

 

Many thanks for choosing Newton Commercial products for the restoration of your T4 interior. 

Detailed below, are notes to be used in conjunction with the photographs on the CD to assist with 

fitting the rear carpet set. Image numbers relating to the corresponding text are numbered accordingly. 

                                                              Good Luck! 

 

Ensure that the rear area is dirt and dust free before fitting the new carpet set. 

 

Image 4697/98/99/700/702/722 Rear carpet fitting 

Remove air conditioning ducts. 

Remove door tread plastic. 

From the underside of the sliding door channel, use a screwdriver to poke the white plastic stud out of 

the back of the surround. Three off. 

When studs are released, gently lift up and disconnect the two wires going to the light and remove the 

door tread. 

Clean floor area next to the floor rails. 

Using contact adhesive, glue along the length of the rails. Glue along the under side of the leatherette 

flap. Stick the flap tight to the edges of the rails. 

Lay in carpet. Tuck under rear seat/bed assembly. 

Line up bulkhead area and downside of cabinets. 

When happy with location, re-fit air-conditioning duct covers. 

Make sure the carpet under the seat is underneath the runners on both sides. 

Glue edges of carpet where they are cut to clear the rails, and stick down flat onto the flap. 

Stick down carpet in entrance to sliding door and around edge of bed/seat assembly. Make sure carpet 

is clear of door tread rear mounts. 

Re-fit plastic door tread. 

Re-fit studs into location in back of tread. 

Reconnect light wires. 

Locate in hole and rubber seal, press down till “clicks” in place. 

 

Image 4711/15 also see CK7544 sales sheet photos. Fitting stainless steel edge strips. 

Insert long strip under seat runner pins and up to the edge of the seat runner, with the hole nearest the 

end of the strip to the bulkhead. Pull back until the end of the strip is 6mm short of the cut out in the 

carpet. 

The strips should be 6mm from the edge of the floor rails. 

Starting at one end, make sure of the distance and screw down. Repeat process on other end. Then put 

in the rest of the screws. 

Repeat on both sides of the rails. 

End plates fit parallel to the side plates and should line up perfectly and give the right distance 

between the strips. 

 

                                                      Well done you have finished! 

  

                The full range of T4 trim is available on our website at www.newtoncomm.co.uk 

 

All photographs remain the property of Newton Commercial and may not be used or reproduced 

without prior permission. 

 

http://www.newtoncomm.co.uk/

